
E-Signatures  White  Paper:
Beyond Business Continuity
InsightOneSpan  has  published  a  white  paper  titled  “Beyond
Business Continuity, The New Normal in Remote Banking and
Insurance” and made it available for downloading at no charge.

4  Steps  to  Ensure  the
Enforceability  of  E-
Signatures
Insight
Carl Rincker discusses practices that should be implemented to
ensure that a business’ electronically-signed agreements are
binding.

White  Paper:  User
Authentication  for  E-
Signature Transactions
Insight
OneSpan  has  published  a  white  paper  titled  “User
Authentication  for  E-Signature  Transactions”  and  made  it
available for downloading at no charge.
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White  Paper:  Electronic
Signature Security & Trust
Insight
eSignLive by Vasco has published a white paper discussing the
importance of making sure electronic signature providers meet
the highest security standards.

White  Paper:  User
Authentication  for  E-
Signature Transactions
Insight
eSignLive by Vasco has published a white paper that provides
guidance on how to create a trusted digital transaction by
implementing the right user identity authentication method.

On-Demand: Sign Legal Clients
on  the  Spot  with  SMS
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Electronic Signatures
On-Demand
AssureSign has posted an on-demand webinar on the use of SMS
electronic signatures — a feature new to the legal industry.

Webcast: How E-Signatures Can
Reduce Risk of Signed Records
On-Demand
eSignLive  by  Vasco  is  offering  a  complimentary  on-demand
webinar  featuring  Locke  Lord  LLP  partner  Pat  Hatfield
discussing how e-signatures can reduce risk and strengthen
enforceability of signed records.

Digitize  Your  Business:
Defining  Your  E‑Signature
Requirements
Event, March 8, 2 p.m. EST
Guest speaker Craig Le Clair from Forrester Research will talk
about the driving forces behind e‑signature adoption, both
locally  and  abroad,  and  how  to  define  e‑signature
requirements.
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E-Sign:  Reducing  Risk  &
Strengthening  Enforceability
Webinar
Event, Feb. 7, 2 p.m. EST
eSignLive  by  Vasco  will  present  a  complimentary  one-hour
webinar  providing  practical  evidentiary  considerations  of
electronic  records  and  signatures  and  guidance  on  how  to
reduce your risk.

White  Paper:  Top  6  Legal
Risks  When  Adopting  E-
Signatures
Insight
This paper discusses how a well-designed process, supported by
new-generation  electronic  signature  technology,  can  reduce
risk  and  increase  the  enforceability  of  e-transactions
compared to paper processes.
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Webinar:  E-Signature  101
Crash Course
Event, Dec. 8, 2 p.m. EST
Organizations of all sizes that are using esignatures have
transformed the way they serve both internal staff and their
customers  and  partners  �  offering  a  more  convenient  and
efficient digital experience, reports eSignLive.

White  Paper:  Electronic
Signature Security & Trust
Insight
It  is  important  to  make  sure  your  electronic  signature
provider meets the highest security standards, according to a
white paper from eSignLive. Security is at the core of a
trusted digital experience between you, your employees and
customers.

Webcast:  Introduction  to
Digital  Transformation  with
Electronic Signatures
Event, Sept. 21, 2 p.m. EDT
eSignLive  by  Vasco  is  sponsoring  an  online  presentation
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providing an overview of the basic terminology, concepts, and
laws related to electronic signatures and answer the most
frequently asked questions on the topic.

Webcast:  Authenticating  E-
Signature Transactions
Event, June 23, 2 p.m. EDT
Remote  e-signature  transactions  are  becoming  the  norm  as
mobile customers continue to demand service on their terms –
anytime, anywhere. But how do you know exactly who you are
transacting with?

Webcast:  The  Key  to  Your
Digital Business Strategy: E-
Signatures
Event, May 11, 2 p.m. EDT
eSignLive will underwrite a complimentary one-hour web seminar
by AIIM on Wednesday, May 11 at 2 p.m. EDT to examine the
money-  and  time-saving  benefits  of  e-signature  software
solutions.
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Are  Electronically-Signed
Contracts Enforceable?
Article
In the United States, the federal government has adopted the
E-Sign Act, which states that a signature cannot be denied
legal effect simply because it is made in an electronic form.

Electronic  Signature  Laws
Around  the  World:  Download
eBook
eBook download
The widespread adoption of e-signatures has been supported by
electronic  signature  laws  around  the  world,  including  the
Americas, Europe, Middle East, Africa and Asia-Pacific.

eSignLive  Will  Present  E-
Signature Legal FAQ Webinar
Event, March 29, 2 p.m. EST
eSignLive  by  Vasco  is  sponsoring  an  online  presentation
offering a unique look at e-signatures and answering the most
frequently asked legal questions on the topic.
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E-Sign is Not Enough: Reduce
Legal and Compliance Risk –
White Paper
White Paper
Businesses of all sizes are moving their customer transactions
to the web. As the adoption of electronic signature technology
grows, so does the number of e-signature solutions in the
market,
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